
Fieldcare
Accessories for hydro-seeders

Related products - Commercial use

XUV URBA-FIX 1KG

Model XUV URBA-FIX 1KG
Price VAT incl. € 34
Price VAT excl. € 28,10
For use with All hs systems
Product type Erosion eliminating
Surface  0,8 gr/m²
Weight 1 kg

A mix of different adhesives, liquids 
and additives
Ideal for use on steep slopes up to 1:1.

Dosage: 10 to 40 gr per 100 liters of water

Contents: 1 kg
 
Properties:

Better homogeneity of mulch coverage.
Better adhesion of the mixture to the surface.
Facilitates plant growth by creating a protective layer.
Reduces the impact of rain and wind.
Increases soil cohesion and combats erosion.
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XUV URBA-MULCH PRE

Model XUV URBA-MULCH PRE
Price VAT incl. € 80
Price VAT excl. € 66,12
For use with All hs systems
Product type Paper mulch
Surface  100 - 180 gr/m²
Weight 10 kg

URBA-MULCH PREMIUM: all-in-one pellet hydromulch
URBA-MULCH PREMIUM is packed in 10 kg bags and is easy to use,
transport and store.
URBA-MULCH® mulch is an exclusive URBAVERT innovation!
Green color
Dosage (flat):
30 kg per 1000 liters of water or 100 gr/m2

Dosage (slope):
4:1 - 120 gr/m2
3:1 - 140 gr/m2
2:1 - 160 gr/m2
1:1 - 180 gr/m2
Content: 10 kg
 
Thanks to an all-in-one pre-dosed formulation (wood fiber, cellulose,
fixative, tracer) and the addition of an expansion agent, URBA-MULCH
PREMIUM granule defibrates on its own, without mixing, just in contact
with water for a homogeneous solution precisely dosed into the tank of
your hydraulic seed drill.

This essential ingredient in the complex mixture of a hydroseeder tank
has always been very restrictive in terms of use, dosing and storage.
Often in compressed bales of several tens of kilograms, "traditional"
mulches had to be shredded before being fed into the tank with the risk
of clogging the pump and thus jeopardizing the good execution of the
work.
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XUV URBA-MULCH ECO

Model XUV URBA-MULCH ECO
Price VAT incl. € 90
Price VAT excl. € 74,38
For use with All hs systems
Product type Paper mulch
Surface  100 - 180 gr/m²
Weight 20 kg

URBA-MULCH ECO: Pellet hydromulch
Organic mulch without stabilizer and without 
expanding agent.
URBA-MULCH ECO is packed in 20 kg bags and 
is easy to use, transport and store.
Green color
Dosage (flat):
30 kg per 1000 liters of water or 100 gr/m2

Dosage (slope):
4:1 - 120 gr/m2
3:1 - 140 gr/m2
2:1 - 160 gr/m2
1:1 - 180 gr/m2
Content: 20 kg
 
URBA-FIX fixative can be added to the URBA-MULCH ECO for sowing
on slopes.
The URBA-MULCH ECO granules defibre without mixing, simply by
contact with water and provide a homogeneous solution precisely dosed
for the tank of your hydraulic seed drill.
This essential ingredient in the complex mixture of a hydroseeder tank
has always been very restrictive in terms of use, dosing and storage.
Often in compressed bales of several tens of kilograms, "traditional"
mulches had to be shredded before being fed into the tank with the risk
of clogging the pump and thus jeopardizing the good execution of the
work.
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XUV URBA-FIX 5KG

Model XUV URBA-FIX 5KG
Price VAT incl. € 150
Price VAT excl. € 123,97
For use with All hs systems
Product type Erosion eliminating
Surface  0,8 gr/m²
Weight 5 kg

A mix of different adhesives, liquids 
and additives
Ideal for use on steep slopes up to 1:1.

Dosage: 10 to 40 gr per 100 liters of water

Contents: 5 kg
 
Properties:

Better homogeneity of mulch coverage.
Better adhesion of the mixture to the surface.
Facilitates plant growth by creating a protective layer.
Reduces the impact of rain and wind.
Increases soil cohesion and combats erosion.
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